Capital Projects FY16-17

Before and After
Malcom X 1st, 2nd Floor and Bathroom Renovation
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Foss Hill 8- Do it Yourself Space
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Foss Hill 8 - Residential Life Office & Kitchenette Space
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Fisk Hall - Center For Pedagogical Innovation / Center for Global Studies / Project Based Learning Classrooms
Fisk Hall- Center For Pedagogical Innovation / Center for Global Studies / Project Based Learning Classrooms
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Exley Science Center Room 12 - Etson Physics Lab
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Exley Science Center Room 5 - Sher Physics Laboratory
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Hall Atwater Rooms 124/126 - Coolon Biology Lab
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Hall Atwater Rooms 135/138 - Personick Chemistry Lab
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Hall Atwater Room 109 Graduate Student Breakroom
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Shanklin Laboratory Animal Tower - Vivarium HVAC Upgrade
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Judd Hall - 1st Floor Corridor Refresh
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Judd Hall Rooms 106/110 - Royette Tavernier Lavatory & Office Renovation
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Judd Hall 107 - Psychology Relocation Of Administrative Offices
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Judd Hall Room 217 - Kim Psychology Lab
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Exley Science Center - Graduate Studies Signage Upgrade
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South College - Communications Office 309 - Office Renovation
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Olin Library Room 302D Digital Photography + Music Archives Shared Space
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Van Vleck Observatory Accessible Entrance Ramp and Parking
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Van Vleck Observatory Accessible Entrance Ramp and Parking
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Smith Turf Field Carpet Replacement
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Long Lane Solar Array
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[Images of the solar array before installation]
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[Images of the solar array after installation]
Comprehensive Energy Phase 9- Light Upgrades Crowell Concert Hall and Cady Building
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New LED Lighting to Save Energy
Comprehensive Energy Phase 9 - Lighting Upgrades - Foss Exterior Building